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Abstract: In order to obtain the optimum parameters of total tailings flocculation settling,
an optimization method of total tailings flocculation settling parameters based on the spatial difference
algorithm was proposed. Firstly, the input and output factors of the whole tailings flocculation
settling parameters are effectively analyzed, and the relevant factors affecting the flocculation settling
parameters are obtained. Secondly, the flocculation settling velocity of the whole tailings is optimized
by combining the spatial difference algorithm with the mathematical symmetry algorithm, and the
optimal value of the flocculation settling velocity of the whole tailings is obtained. The experimental
results show that anionic flocculation has the best flocculation settling effect on the whole tailings.
The optimal settlement velocity is close to the actual settlement velocity, and the error of settlement
velocity is less than 3.5%. The results show that compared with the traditional method, this method
is an effective method to optimize the flocculation and settlement parameters of the whole tailings.
Keywords: spatial difference algorithm; total tailings; mathematical symmetry algorithm; flocculation
settling; parameter optimization; settling velocity; anion

1. Introduction
The main problems faced by deep mining are high ground pressure and high temperature,
manifestations such as rock burst, rock burst, and deterioration of working environment [1]. Discharging
tailings and waste rocks will not only bring environmental pollution, but also cause long-term ecological
damage. Industry scholars generally believe that cemented tailings filling is the best way to deal with
mining areas.
The concentration of all tailings mortar discharged after beneficiation is generally 10–25%, while the
quality concentration of all tailings filling, especially cemented filling, is 68–74%, and paste filling
requires higher quality concentration. Therefore, the concentrated settlement of the whole tailings
becomes the key factor to restrict the high concentration filling. When the properties of the flocculation
are certain, the main factors affecting the settling effect of the whole tailings are the mass fraction of the
whole tailings mortar and the dosage of the flocculation [2,3].
(1) When the mass fraction of total tailings mortar is low, the interaction force between tailings
particles is small. Flocculation can better act on tailings particles, forming larger flocculation,
accelerating settling under gravity, but their settling mass fraction is low, which cannot meet the
requirement of releasing sand mass fraction. When the mass fraction of total tailings is high, a higher
settling mass fraction can be formed. However, due to the large interaction between tailings particles,
the settling speed is slow.
(2) In order to meet the requirement of dynamic sand release in vertical sand silos, it is necessary
to increase the dosage of flocculation to accelerate the settling speed of the whole tailings. However,
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if the flocculation is added excessively, it will not only cause waste of medicines and high cost, but also
cause the increase of flocculation content in overflow water and secondary pollution.
Traditional centralized settlement of whole tailings is usually carried out in vertical sand silos,
mainly relying on the natural settlement of tailings. Due to the large proportion of fine mud in the
whole tailings, the natural settlement of vertical silo tailings is slow, the solid content of overflow water
is high, and the concentration of sediment is low, which cannot meet the requirements of industrial
water reuse, and the discharge of wastewater exceeds the standard. In order to accelerate settling
speed and reduce solid content in overflow water, flocculation can be added to accelerate settling
concentration. However, in practical application, the selection of flocculation settling parameters of
whole tailings is often based on the experience of other mines. Due to the different properties of whole
tailings, the flocculation settling effect is not ideal. For this reason, some scholars have carried out a
lot of experimental studies on flocculation settling of whole tailings. However, only through limited
laboratory tests can the best flocculation settling parameters be selected, which is ineffective. If we add
a large number of experimental groups, it will be time-consuming and laborious, and the results are
easily interfered by other factors [4]. At present, cemented filling with full tailings is the development
direction of filling mining method in metal mines. Concentration and settlement of full tailings is
the key technology to realize continuous and efficient filling in mines. Some scholars have carried
out the static flocculation settlement test of the whole tailings and five flocculants in Linglong gold
mine, Shandong Province. By controlling the single variable test method and taking the settling speed
and the settling underflow concentration as the reference index, the influence of the parameters of
flocculants on the flocculation settlement has been studied [5].
In order to solve the problems existing in the traditional methods, this study proposed a new
optimization method for the flocculation settling parameters of tailings based on the spatial difference
algorithm and mathematical symmetry algorithm. Based on the flocculation settling mechanism,
the relevant factors affecting the parameters are analyzed accurately. Spatial difference algorithm
is used to optimize the flocculation settling speed in order to obtain the optimal speed. Finally, the
validity of this method is proved by experiments.
2. Algorithm Definitions
2.1. Mechanism of Flocculation Action
The process of separation of solid particles suspended in a fluid by gravity is called sedimentation.
Brownian motion is an important factor affecting the settling process of solid particles. The diffusion
caused by Brownian motion hinders the settling of particles in the dispersion system. The larger the
particle size, the less obvious the Brownian effect. Therefore, increasing the particle size is an effective
way to improve the settling speed. According to Stokes Settlement Law [6], the settling velocity of
solid particles in the dispersion system is directly proportional to the square of particle size, the density
difference between solid and liquid, and inversely proportional to the viscosity of liquid. That is to say,
the bigger the diameter of solid particles, the bigger the density difference between solid and liquid,
the smaller the viscosity of liquid, and the faster the settling velocity.
v=

gd2 (δ1 − δ2 )
18η

(1)

In the formula, v is the settling velocity in m/s; g is the gravitational acceleration, 9.8 m/s2 ; d is the
particle size in m; δ1 is the density of particles in kg/m3 ; δ2 is the density of liquids in kg/m3 , η is the
viscosity coefficient of liquids in kg/m3 gs.
Organic macromolecule flocculation is a linear macromolecule polymer. Its molecular weight
is high. Active functional groups on long carbon chains can adsorb particles [7,8] in the dispersion
system. Each macromolecule compound can adsorb more than one particle, which plays a role of
linking between particles. This role is called bridging effect. The bridging process of organic polymer
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system. Each macromolecule compound can adsorb more than one particle, which plays a role of
linking between particles. This role is called bridging effect. The bridging process of organic polymer
flocculation is shown in Figure
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Figure 1.
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flocculation used, and the interaction between tailings particles increases, the settling speed decreases;
the lower the concentration of sand supply, the lower the final settling concentration, which cannot
meet the requirements of tailings.
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(2) The larger the dosage of flocculation, the faster the settling speed of tailings, but the larger the
dosage, the higher the cost of reagent [15], and the higher the content of flocculation in overflow water
and the difficulty of wastewater treatment; the lower the dosage of flocculation, the slower the settling
speed, which cannot meet the requirement of continuous dynamic sand release in vertical sand silo,
and the higher the solid content in overflow water, the higher the cost of wastewater treatment [16].
(3) When the concentration of flocculation is high, the viscosity is high, the agitation is difficult,
and it is difficult to disperse evenly into the slurry; when the concentration of flocculation is too small,
the flocculation dosage per unit volume is small, it is difficult to fully interact with the whole tailings
particles per unit volume in a short time, which affects the sedimentation effect.
(4) Although some studies have shown that the pH value of mortar has an effect on the results,
increasing the pH adjusting device on the spot will greatly improve the operation difficulty, reduce the
accuracy of settlement results, and is not conducive to efficient management. In addition, with the
continuous renewal of flocculation, different pH values have corresponding flocculation matching
with them [17]. Therefore, it is considered that acidic neutralization and externalization (for pipeline
storage) are necessary for the removal of strong acidic slurries. In corrosion, the effect of pH value is
not considered.
In summary, the settling parameters of flocculation are mainly determined by the sand
concentration Cw (mass concentration, %), the flocculation consumption q(g/t) and the flocculation
concentration Cx (%) which can be used as input factors of the network.
2.3. Analysis of Output Factor of Flocculation Settlement Parameters of Whole Tailings
The evaluation indexes of flocculating settling effect of whole tailings include settling velocity
(m/h), sand discharge amount (mass concentration, %), and overflow water concentration (mass
concentration, %) as follows:
(1) Settlement velocity. During the laboratory test, the measured settlement velocity of the
settlement interface is the tailings settlement velocity. In order to achieve the dynamic settlement
of tailings in vertical sand silos and continuous releasing of sand, it is necessary to ensure that the
amount of sand stored in the silos remains unchanged, that is, the settling speed of tailings is greater
than or equal to the releasing speed. On the premise of ensuring that the amount of sand input is
satisfied [18], the settling velocity v of the whole tailings settlement should meet the requirement of the
sand releasing capacity Q, which is related to the cross-sectional area S of the vertical sand silo where
the tailings are located.
v ≥ Q/S

(2)

When the filling capacity is designed according to 100 m3 /h, 76.05 m3 dry sand is required per h,
and the sand release rate is designed to be calculated by Q = 80 m3 /h. In a vertical sand silo with
a diameter of 11 m, S = 94.99 m2 can achieve dynamic settlement and continuous sand release by
means of full tailings settlement velocity v ≥ 0.842 m/h. In actual production, under certain cost,
the faster settlement speed is required, the better. During the test, the settlement velocity is calculated
by measuring the variation of the settlement height with time.
(2) The amount of sand released and the concentration of sand released. That is, the mass
concentration of bottom tailings after flocculation settlement. In order to configure high concentration
slurry, the higher the concentration of sand release, the better. Generally, the concentration of sand
release is more than 50%.
(3) The concentration of overflow water, the mass concentration of overflow water in the process of
flocculation and sedimentation, and the solid content of overflow water commonly used in engineering.
In vertical silo flocculation settling, if the flocculation performance, concentration, and dosage are
fixed, the settling speed will be determined, the amount of sand released and the concentration of
sand released will be determined accordingly. Therefore, the settling speed and the amount of sand
released [19] and the concentration of sand released are actually three aspects of a problem, which
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should not be considered repeatedly in the study. The former is chosen in this paper. If the feed
concentration is constant and the total mass of slurry and solid tailings remains unchanged in the
established vertical sand silo, the following relationship exists:
Cwy =

Cwj m j − Cw f m f
mj − m f

(3)

In the formula, Cwj is the mass concentration of sand feeding; m j is the total mass of sand feeding;
Cw f is the mass concentration of sand releasing; m f is the total mass of sand releasing; Cwy is the mass
concentration of overflow water.
The quality concentration of overflow water is contradictory to the amount of sand released.
Generally speaking, the larger the amount of sand released, the lower the quality concentration of
overflow water, and vice versa. Therefore, when network output is carried out, a comprehensive
evaluation output factor must be formulated, taking into account the settling speed, the amount of
sand released [20], and the concentration of sand released and the concentration of overflow water.
In order to simplify the network system, the settling velocity is taken as a comprehensive evaluation
index to evaluate the flocculation settling parameters, which is the only optimization parameter in
this study.
2.4. Parameter Optimization of Spatial Difference Algorithm
2.4.1. Inverse Distance Weighted (IDW) Difference Method
IDW method is a deterministic difference method based on the principle of similar similarity. It is
assumed that each sampling point of flocculation settling velocity of tailings has a local influence [21,22].
Some points closest to the sampling point have the greatest contribution to the value of the unsampled
point, and their contribution is inversely proportional to the distance. The expression is as follows:
Z=

n
X
i=1

n
X
1
1
Zi /
p
(di )p
(
d
i)
i=1

(4)

In the formula: Z is the settlement velocity of the sampling point studied. Zi is the different
settlement velocity i(i = 1, 2, . . . , n), which is used to evaluate the distance between sampling stations.
p is the power parameter defined by analysis, and n represents the number of stations used for
evaluation and calculation.
The main factor affecting the accuracy of IDW method is p value, which is linear distance
attenuation difference when p equals one, and non-linear distance attenuation difference when p is
greater than one. For larger powers, the nearest sampling stations are given a higher weight share;
for smaller powers, the weights are evenly distributed to each sampling station. The advantage of this
method is that the structure of spatial difference isoline can be adjusted by weight. The disadvantage
of this method is that unreasonable weighting will lead to large deviation if we do not understand
the structural distribution characteristics of interpolation attributes in the study area, and it is easy
to be affected by extreme values. The simulation results of several commonly used p parameters are
compared. In addition, the size and number of adjacent points also affect the accuracy of the results.
The value of the nearest sampling point is 12, and the range of maximum distance is set to 1.7 m.
2.4.2. Spline Method
Spline method is a method of approaching the surface by mathematical function, which is
piecewise polynomial [23] joined together according to certain smoothness requirements. This method
has the advantages of small calculation amount, fast speed, retaining local variation characteristics,
good visual effect, and is suitable for smooth surface. Generally, it requires continuous first and second
derivatives. The disadvantage of this method is that it is difficult to estimate the error of function
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interpolation, and it is difficult for spline method to meet the requirements of interpolation accuracy
when simulating limited monitoring data.
Z=

n
X

λi R(ri ) + T (x, y)

(5)

i=1

In the formula, Z is used to study the settlement velocity of sampling points; n is the number
of stations; λ is the coefficient of solutions of a series of linear equations; ri is the distance between
estimated points and i stations; Ri (ri ) and T (x, y) are expressed as follows:

Ri (ri ) =

i
h r
i
r2i h
ri
ri
i
2
4 ln( 2π ) + c − 1 + τ k0 ( τ ) + c + ln( 2π )
2π
T (x, y) = a1 + a2 x + a3 y

(6)
(7)

In the formula, τ is the weight coefficient, k0 is the modified Bessel function, c is the constant, a is
the number of linear equations. Two types of spline interpolation methods, regularized and tension,
were used to verify the interpolation. The weight coefficient was 0.1 and the number of model samples
was 12.
2.4.3. Kriging Method
Kriging method is an interpolation method based on geostatistics. It is based on regionalized
variable theory [24–26]. It considers that any attributes that change continuously in space are irregular.
It cannot be simulated by simple smooth mathematical functions, and can be described appropriately
by random surface. Kriging method focuses on the determination of weight coefficients, thus providing
the best linear unbiased estimation for the variable values of blank stations.
Z(x0 ) =

n
X

λi Z(xi ) i = 1, 2, . . . , n

(8)

i=1

In formula: λi is the weight coefficient of the settlement velocity Z(xi ) of station i, indicating the
contribution of the settlement velocity Z(xi ) of each station to the estimated value Z(x0 ). In order to
achieve linear unbiased estimation and minimize the variance of estimation, the weight coefficients are
obtained from the equations.
 n
P



λi C(xi , yi ) − µ = C(xi , x0 )


 i=1

n

P


λi = 1



(9)

i=1

In the formula, C(xi , yi ) is the covariance between the sample points, C(xi , x0 ) is the covariance
between the sample points and the interpolation points, and µ is the Lagrange multiplier.
The spatial structure characteristics of interpolated data are expressed by semi-variogram γ(h)
as follows:
n
1X
[Z(xi ) − Z(xi + h)]2
γ(h) =
(10)
2n
i=1

In the formula, Z(xi ) is the settlement velocity of station i; Z(xi + h) is the settlement velocity
of point h from station i; n represents the number of paired stations with distance h. According
to the experimental semi-variogram, a reasonable theoretical model of variogram is determined.
Five variogram models, spherical, circular, exponential, Guassian and linear, were used to verify the
validity. The latest sampling point was 12 and the range was set to maximum distance of 1.7.

In the formula, Z ( xi ) is the settlement velocity of station i; Z ( xi + h) is the settlement velocity
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v
t
RMSE =

n

i2
1 Xh
Ẑ(xi ) − Z(xi )
n

(15)

i=1

In the formula, Ẑ(xi ) represents the optimal settlement velocity value of monitoring station,
and Z(xi ) represents the actual settlement velocity value of monitoring station.
The difference of settlement velocity measured by the optimal difference model is compared
with RI.
RI =

100 × (RMSEbest − RMSEcurrent )
RMSEbest

(16)

When the RI value is between zero and one, the difference between the optimized settlement
velocity and the actual settlement velocity is small and the similarity is high. When the value is greater
than one or less than zero, the difference between the optimized settlement velocity and the actual
settlement velocity is large.
Taking the whole tailings filling system of an Iron Mine as an example, this method is used to
optimize the settling speed of the whole tailings. A large number of studies have shown that the dosage
of flocculation and the concentration of tailings are the main factors affecting the flocculation settling
effect when the physical and mechanical properties of tailings and flocculation characteristics are
certain [29]. The main factors influencing the settling parameters of flocculation are the consumption
of flocculation Q and the concentration of tailings cw (mass concentration, %). The comparison index
of the experiment is the relationship between the settling parameters of the whole tailings and the
settling velocity v, and the results obtained are compared with the actual situation. In order to realize
dynamic releasing of tailings in vertical silos, the settling velocity should be greater than or equal to
the releasing velocity. The control group did not consider the effect of flocculation dosage and tailings
concentration on the settling speed. The genetic algorithm is used to solve the settlement velocity of
the whole tailings.
3. Results
3.1. Physical Properties of Whole Tailings
Through the sampling of tailings at different distance on the sedimentary beach, the particle
size of tailings at different distance is obtained through the particle analysis test. The mass fraction
composition of different particle sizes of the selected iron ore tailings is shown in Table 1. The results
of main physical and mechanical properties are shown in Table 2. It can be seen from Table 2 that the
particle size of tailings is too fine, the specific surface area is large, and the combined water film formed
in the water is rich, resulting in the natural settlement of tailings in the water. The speed is very small;
the natural settlement alone cannot satisfy the requirement of dynamic sand release. Flocculation
settlement must be adopted.
Table 1. Particle size composition of unclassified tailings.
Particle Size/mm

The Mass Fraction/%

> 5.000
2.000 < size ≤ 5.000
0.500 < size ≤ 2.000
0.075 < size ≤ 0.250
0.050 < size ≤ 0.075
0.005 < size ≤ 0.050
≤ 0.005

1.5
10.7
10.9
15.3
54.8
5.2
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Table 2. Physical and mechanical properties of unclassified tailings.
Parameter

The Numerical

The proportion of
The median grain d50 /mm
Particle size < 74 µm Particle mass fraction
Effective particle size d10
Coefficient of unevenness Cu
The permeability coefficient

2.79
0.034
75.20
0.08
4.7
2.8

Settlement velocity is equal to the ratio of sand releasing capacity to settlement area. The section
of vertical sand silo is 94.99 m2 . If the sand releasing capacity is not less than 100 m3 /h, the settlement
velocity should be greater than or equal to 1.05 m/h.
The settling velocity curves of cationic flocculation, anionic flocculation, non-ionic flocculation,
and normal settling are shown in Figure 3. Due to the large molecular weight of the negative flocculant,
a flocculant molecule can combine with several suspended particles at the same time, form a network
structure, and deposit rapidly under suitable conditions, thus showing a strong flocculation ability.
The settling velocity of the three flocculation in the initial settling stage is slower than that of the
control group, but the initial settling speed of the cationic flocculation is relatively faster. After 100 s,
the settling speed of the anionic flocculation is gradually accelerated. The sedimentation rate of the
agent increased most obviously. Within 6–12 h, the settling height of the three groups of samples
gradually stabilized. The tailings with anionic flocculation took the shortest time, followed by non-ionic
ones and cationic ones. After 24 h, the settlement heights of three groups of tailings were basically the
same. After 100 s, the settling speed of cationic tailings gradually approached the natural settling speed,
and the time needed to reach the final settling amount was close to the natural settling time. The effect
of flocculation was not obvious. The initial settling speed of anionic flocculation is slower, but after
100 s, the settling speed increases sharply, and the settling amount is the most obvious. After 30 min,
the settling height is 1.9 cm higher than the natural settling height, which is 61% higher, and the
maximum settling amount is basically reached in 6 h of settling. The settling velocity of non-ionic
type in the early stage increased slightly compared with that of natural settling group in the late stage,
which was better than that of cationic type and worse than that of anionic type. Through analysis,
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3.2. Establishment of the Sample Set
In actual mine production, the concentration of total tailings mortar directly discharged from
concentrator is usually 10–25%. When the whole tailings are concentrated and dewatered, the
proportion of flocculation added is generally 5–20 g per ton of dry tailings. Considering
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3.2. Establishment of the Sample Set
In actual mine production, the concentration of total tailings mortar directly discharged from
concentrator is usually 10–25%. When the whole tailings are concentrated and dewatered, the proportion
of flocculation added is generally 5–20 g per ton of dry tailings. Considering comprehensively the
properties of iron ore whole tailings, four typical combinations of flocculation consumption q and
tailings concentration cw were selected for orthogonal test. The uniform design method is adopted,
taking the unit consumption of flocculant and the concentration of tailings as the influencing factors,
the experimental scheme of uniform design of two factors and four levels is established. The test level
was shown in Table 3.
Table 3. Factor and levels in test.
Level

Influencing Factor
Flocculation Consumption/(g·t−1 )

Tailings Concentrationcw /%

10
15
20
25

15
20
25
30

T1
T2
T3
T4

According to the experimental design, the settling velocity was measured by measuring the
cylinder test in the laboratory. During the experiment, the settlement velocity was calculated by
measuring the height of the settlement interface at different time, and the sample data were obtained
as listed in Table 4. Sample data are normalized and the results are listed in Table 5.
Table 4. Optimization test result of parameters (samples of training).
Experiment No.

Flocculent Unit
Consumption q/(g·t−1 )

Tailings Concentrationcw /%

Sedimentation Velocity
v/(m·h−1 )

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

10
15
20
25
10
15
20
25
10
15
20
25
10
15
20
25

15
15
15
15
20
20
20
20
25
25
25
25
30
30
30
30

1.06
1.09
1.07
1.04
1.14
1.22
1.17
1.10
1.00
1.30
1.27
1.14
0.90
1.12
1.02
0.99
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Table 5. Date of normalization.
Experiment No.

Flocculent Unit
Consumption q/(g·t−1 )

Tailings Concentration cw /%

Sedimentation Velocity
v/(m·h−1 )

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

0.171
0.389
0.586
0.794
0.171
0.389
0.586
0.794
0.171
0.379
0.586
0.794
0.171
0.379
0.586
0.794

0.379
0.379
0.379
0.379
0.586
0.586
0.586
0.586
0.794
0.794
0.794
0.794
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000

0.008
0.009
0.008
0.007
0.011
0.014
0.012
0.009
0.005
0.018
0.016
0.011
0.000
0.010
0.060
0.005

3.3. Parameter Optimization Model of Spatial Difference Algorithm
According to the principle of spatial difference algorithm, the optimum model of flocculation
settling velocity of whole tailings is obtained. According to the experimental data in Table 5, the optimum
model of flocculation settling velocity of whole tailings is calculated by using MATLAB, and the
comparison curve between the optimum output and expected output is obtained. The comparison
Symmetry 2019, 11, x FOR PEER REVIEW
12 of 16
between the optimized production and the expected production is shown in Figure 4.
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As can be seen from Figure 4, the fitting results of the model are good, the error between the
As can be seen from Figure 4, the fitting results of the model are good, the error between the
optimized results and the actual values is small, and the optimization accuracy of the model is high.
optimized results and the actual values is small, and the optimization accuracy of the model is high.
The settling velocity of the whole tailings is not linear with the flocculation consumption and the
The settling velocity of the whole tailings is not linear with the flocculation consumption and the
tailings concentration. When the flocculation consumption is small, the settling velocity decreases
tailings concentration. When the flocculation consumption is small, the settling velocity decreases
with the increase of the flocculation concentration. When the tailings concentration is high, the settling
with the increase of the flocculation concentration. When the tailings concentration is high, the
settling velocity increases with the increase of flocculation dosage. Increasing flocculation
consumption and reducing tailings concentration alone cannot meet the requirement of increasing
settling speed.
The iteration times of the genetic algorithm are 50 times, the population size is 20, the
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velocity increases with the increase of flocculation dosage. Increasing flocculation consumption and
reducing tailings concentration alone cannot meet the requirement of increasing settling speed.
The iteration times of the genetic algorithm are 50 times, the population size is 20, the probability of
intersection and variation is 0.2, and the probability of intersection and variation is 0.1. The floating-point
code is adopted with the individual length of 2. The individual fitness curve of the optimal settlement
Symmetry 2019, 11, x FOR PEER REVIEW
13 of 16
velocity in the optimization process is shown in Figure 5.

Figure
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curve.

In order to meet the needs of the whole tailings filling system, the settling velocity of the whole
In order to meet the needs of the whole tailings filling system, the settling velocity of the whole
tailings should be greater than 1.25 m/h. On this premise, the minimum consumption of flocculation
tailings should be greater than 1.25 m/h. On this premise, the minimum consumption of flocculation
was optimized. The genetic algorithm is used to solve the optimization model of the whole tailings
was optimized. The genetic algorithm is used to solve the optimization model of the whole tailings
flocculation settling. From Figure 5, it can be seen that the optimal solution of the optimization model
flocculation settling. From Figure 5, it can be seen that the optimal solution of the optimization
is very close to the actual maximum value, which shows the effectiveness of the method. The optimal
model is very close to the actual maximum value, which shows the effectiveness of the method. The
solution is 8.6 g/t of flocculation and 18% of tailings concentration. At this time, the settling speed
optimal solution is 8.6 g/t of flocculation and 18% of tailings concentration. At this time, the settling
of the whole tailings can reach 1.31 m/h, which can meet the production demand. The flocculation
speed of the whole tailings can reach 1.31 m/h, which can meet the production demand. The
settling parameters provided by the optimized model are used as experimental data. The settling
flocculation settling parameters provided by the optimized model are used as experimental data.
speed obtained from the experimental results is 1.32 m/h, which is basically consistent with the
The settling speed obtained from the experimental results is 1.32 m/h, which is basically consistent
optimized model.
with the optimized model.
3.4. Error Analysis
3.4. Error Analysis
In order to verify the reliability of the results of the optimization model, 16 groups of flocculation
In order to verify the reliability of the results of the optimization model, 16 groups of
settling parameters optimized by this model were tested in laboratory, and the relative errors between
flocculation settling parameters optimized by this model were tested in laboratory, and the relative
the experimental values and the optimization values were analyzed, as shown in Table 6. The error
errors between the experimental values and the optimization values were analyzed, as shown in
calculation formula is as follows:
Table 6. The error calculation formula is as |afollows:
− A|/A
δ=
× 100%
(17)
L
a− A / A
(17)
δ=
×100%
L

In the upper form, δ represents the actual relative error. L indicates the true value. A is the
approximate number, a is the exact number of the approximate number.
The results show that the fitting result of the optimized model is good. The error between the
optimized model and the actual value is small, which can be controlled below 3.5%, and the
precision of the optimized model is high.
Table 6. Relative error (%) between the experimental value and the model optimization value.

Serial

Actual Value of Settlement

Optimum Settlement Velocity

Relative
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Table 6. Relative error (%) between the experimental value and the model optimization value.
Serial Number

Actual Value of Settlement
Velocity/(cm·h−1 )

Optimum Settlement
Velocity Value/(cm·h−1 )

Relative Error/%

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
11
12
13
14
15
16

302.65
167.87
112.56
156.76
213.45
222.45
324.56
325.67
312.35
265.45
225.65
314.32
253.76
235.65
218.76

313.23
172.45
111.32
155.43
215.65
219.89
325.76
332.54
315.26
270.21
228.65
318.21
256.34
237.65
220.12

3.5
2.7
1.1
0.8
1.0
1.5
0.3
2.1
0.9
1.7
1.3
1.2
1.0
0.8
0.6

In the upper form, δ represents the actual relative error. L indicates the true value. A is the
approximate number, a is the exact number of the approximate number.
The results show that the fitting result of the optimized model is good. The error between the
optimized model and the actual value is small, which can be controlled below 3.5%, and the precision
of the optimized model is high.
4. Discussions
Through the analysis of the mass fraction composition of different particle sizes of the whole
tailings in Table 1 and the results of physical and mechanical properties in Table 2, it can be concluded
that it is difficult to hide the need of dynamic sand release by natural settling of the whole tailings
in water, so it is necessary to interfere with the settling by flocculation. According to the analysis of
the settling velocity of cationic flocculation, anionic flocculation, non-ionic flocculation, and normal
settling in Figure 2, the settling effect of any flocculation is better than that of natural settling, and the
settling speed of three flocculation is slower at the initial settling stage, but the initial settling speed of
cationic flocculation is relatively fast with the settling activity proceeding [29]. The settling speed of
anionic flocculation began to increase, and the final results showed that the anionic flocculation had the
best flocculation settling effect on the whole tailings. Analyzing the results of the optimization model
calculation of the flocculation settling velocity of the whole tailings by MATLAB in Figure 3, we can see
that the contrast curve between the optimized output and the expected output of the settling velocity
is almost the same, and according to the genetic algorithm optimization process, the individual fitness
curve of the optimal settling velocity is obtained, which shows that the settling velocity of the whole
tailings should be greater than 1.25 m/h. On this premise, the flocculation consumption is also the
smallest. According to the result of error analysis in Table 6, the error between the optimized results
and the actual experimental values is less than 3.5%. This shows that the precision of the optimized
results of the whole tailings flocculation settling parameters based on the spatial difference algorithm
in this paper is higher.
The limitation of the above-mentioned optimization is that the research on the influence of
flocculant concentration on settling speed and ultimate speed is not enough, and the influence of
flocculant parameters on settling effect cannot be revealed.
5. Conclusions
Based on the spatial difference algorithm, the flocculation settling parameters of the whole tailings
are optimized, the flocculation settling speed of the whole tailings is effectively optimized, and the
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ecological environment pollution is reduced. Compared with thousands of tailings, the technology
will dehydrate and consolidate the whole tailings, avoiding the environmental pollution problems of
thousands of tailings such as mud, collapse, and dust. Therefore, the method of concentration and
consolidation is used to treat the whole tailings, so as to realize the clean discharge of the whole tailings
and reduce the environmental pollution. The results of this study provide a new idea for the selection
of parameters of flocculation and settlement of tailings.
Author Contributions: Y.H. carried out an optimization method of total tailings flocculation settling parameters
based on the spatial difference algorithm, and analyzed the input and output factors of the whole tailings
flocculation settling parameters. J.C. studied the algorithm in order to optimize the flocculation settling velocity
of the whole tailings. C.W. did the experiments, recorded data, and created manuscripts. All authors read and
approved the final manuscript.
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